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How being an
early bird can
benefit holiday
shoppers

5 ways for
shoppers
to score
great deals

C

ome the end of the
often hectic holiday
shopping season, many
people resolve to begin shopping earlier in the following
year. While such resolutions
can be hard to keep, shoppers
would be wise to consider the
myriad ways they can benefit
by starting their holiday shopping earlier than they’re typically accustomed to doing.

Deals

S

aving money is important throughout the year,
but can be especially important around the holidays, when spending on gifts, decor and entertaining stretches budgets.
According to the Deloitte 2016 Holiday Survey, the total
expected holiday sales for that year were expected to
exceed $1 trillion. The average American adult planned
to spend $419 on holiday-related items, states the
International Council of Shopping Centers.
So how can the average shopper save without becoming an extreme couponer or bargain-basement buyer?
The following are five ways for shoppers to score great
deals this holiday season.

1. Opt in for promotional emails. Choose

the option to follow favorite stores and keep abreast
of their deals and other news. Although it may be a
slight hassle to have your inbox filled with dozens of
promotional emails, such communications alert shoppers to coupons, discounts and other deals before the
discounts are shared with the general public. Set up a
separate email account strictly for retailer emails or activate filters so that promotional deals automatically go
to a particular folder or tab.

2. Use your mobile device. Mobile devices en-

able you to comparison shop while on the go, easily
seeing if prices on a certain item are lower elsewhere.
Mobile apps also give you immediate access to dis-

count codes or coupons
through various retailers and companies like
Groupon or Retail Me Not.

3. Enable cookies.

Internet cookies are small
bits of data that a computer’s hard disk stores
to remember what users do online, including
their preferences and browsing histories. Cookies help
make browsing faster and may enable web servers to
send you more targeted product information that fits
your browsing history.

4. Set up browser alerts. Various services enable
users to set up alerts based on keywords that can be
emailed to you at various points of the day. This can
help you track changes in products you may be looking
to buy. Google Alerts is one such service.

5. Become a rewards customer. If a cashier

asks if you’d like to sign up for the free rewards program, answer in the affirmative. Even though these
cards gather demographic information, they can be
handy for identifying repeat customers and sending
them deals they can use.
There are plenty of ways for shoppers to save money
around the holidays and year-round.

The more time shoppers give
themselves to find gifts for their
loved ones, the more time they
have to comparison shop and
find the best deals. Retailers
often offer steep discounts
during the holiday season,
but such deals may pale in
comparison to those that can
be had throughout the rest of
the year. Holiday shoppers
who begin shopping early can
always skip buying in late summer or autumn if they think better deals can be had once the
holiday season begins.

Shipping

By shopping early, shoppers
can choose the least expensive shipping option offered
by online retailers, potentially
saving substantial amounts of
money as a result. In addition,
shoppers who start early won’t
have to worry about items
failing to arrive on time, a common source of stress for lastminute holiday shoppers.

Credit score

Another advantage to shopping early for holiday gifts is it
allows consumers to protect
their credit scores by spreading

their spending out over several
months instead of doing so in
the handful of weeks between
Thanksgiving and Christmas.
In a survey examining debt
associated with the holiday
season, MagnifyMoney found
that the average holiday debt
in 2016 was slightly more than
$1,000. Credit card debt can
negatively affect consumers’
credit scores, especially if balances are not paid in full when
bills are due. Shoppers can
avoid such situations entirely
by shopping early using only
disposable income to make
purchases instead of credit
cards. Such financial flexibility
may not be possible for shoppers who wait until the holiday
season has begun to start
shopping.

Time

Shoppers can save more than
money by starting their holiday
shopping in advance of the
holiday season. In spite of
the popularity of online shopping, many people still visit
traditional brick and mortar
retailers to do their present
buying. Such stores can be
overwhelmed with shoppers
between Thanksgiving and
Christmas, leading to long
lines and lengthy searches for
parking. Shoppers are far less
likely to encounter big crowds
and crowded parking lots if
they get their shopping done
before the dawn of the holiday
season, saving themselves
substantial amounts of time as
a result.
Shoppers who commit to getting their holiday shopping
done early can save money
and time and protect their financial reputations as well.
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Gifts for
holiday hosts
T

he season of entertaining is in full swing, with family,
friends and coworkers gathering at various locales to
enjoy some holiday spirit together.

When celebrating the holidays, it is customary to offer
hosts a token of appreciation. During the season of giving,
it may be challenging to find a gift that stands out in the
crowd. However, some of the best gifts for hosts focus on
their love of entertaining family and friends.

Music speaker: Music often is an integral part of entertaining, but not every
party host is equipped with a stellar sound
system. Today’s Bluetooth-enabled music
speakers run the gamut from handheld options to speakers that combine mood lighting with sound to large units. Shoppers
can find speakers that suit the space hosts
have to work with and ones that won’t bust
shoppers’ budgets.
Bar tools: Toasting the season (or any

occasion) is par for the course at a party
or get-together. Avid entertainers can
benefit from having new bar tools, such as
mixers and serving glasses, to make sure
guests’ cups are never empty.

Party games: Keeping guests content

Treat holiday hosts to
something special as
a token of appreciation
for opening up their
homes to company.

often involves having plenty of beverages
and food available. However, for the hosts
who want to go above and beyond, game
night or other entertainment-based activi-

Spa gift certificate: Hosting can be
hard work. After the guests have come
and gone, hosts will no doubt need some
time to rest and recuperate. This can be
achieved more easily with a gift card to a
nearby spa or massage therapist.

Cleaning service: The gift of a cleaning service saves hosts from having to do
the post-party cleanup, and giving such
a gift in advance of the party can be the
helping hand hosts need as the chore list
grows in the days before the party.

Why drive when
it’s all right here?
CHECK OUT OUR
NEW LOOK &
EXPANDED INVENTORY
OH-70010450

740.363.1394
19 W. Winter St • Delaware

OH-70010429

Cake stand or serviceware: Hosts
may want to put foods on display, and a
decadent cake stand or serving plate will
make occasions more glamorous.

Holiday hosts open their homes to a bevy of guests. Invitees can show their
appreciation by gifting their gracious hosts with something special.

Gibson the
Florist
Flowers • Gifts • Collectibles
for every occasion

ties can add flair to special events. Board
games, physical games (like horseshoes
or bean bag tosses), games for video
gaming systems, and even karaoke machines can fit the bill.

Excellent selection of children’s books - infant through young
adult. Large selection of games including ThinkFun, Blue
Orange, GameWright, Crazy Aaron, Mindware, and MORE!
SCIENCE KITS • ARTS & CRAFTS • LEARNING AIDS

25 W. Winter Street • Delaware, OH 43015 • 740.363.0290

funbooksandmore.com
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Gifts that pamper
and rejuvenate
Facials, aromatherapy, candles, and comfortable
bed linens are gifts that can pamper and relax.

S

tress can be bad for the body,
contributing to depression,
anxiety, hypertension, and even
obesity. Unfortunately, more than half
of working adults and 47 percent of all
Americans say they are concerned with
the amount of stress in their lives, according to a survey from the American
Psychological Association. Canadians,
too, are feeling stressed. The North
American research company Ipsos
found that stress affects 76 percent of
the Canadian population.
Reducing stress can be especially
important during the holiday season,
which, thanks in part to its hectic nature, tends to produce extra feelings of
stress. Gifts that pamper, relax and re-

juvenate might be the ideal fit for those
who need a little rest and relaxation.

on which candles of various heights
can be placed.

Aromatherapy: Studies have shown
that aromatherapy, or breathing in
certain scents, can trigger reactions in
the brain and affect emotions, mood
and memory. Specific essential oils can
help relieve stress, induce relaxation
and even promote better sleep. Scents
such as lavender, lemon or yuzu, bergamot, ylang ylang, and jasmine can
promote relaxation in many people.

Plush robe: Sometimes lounging
around the house is all that’s necessary
to create a soothing atmosphere. A
plush robe that is luxurious and comfortable will help that someone special
unwind after a long day or after sleeping in on the weekend.

Candles: The combination of subtle,
low flickering light and relaxing aromas
can make candles soothing gifts. Put
together an entire gift package with
decorative candle holders or a nice tray

Home aquarium: Stress can melt
away watching underwater life flick and
flitter through the aquarium. Combined
with soothing bubbles and the gentle
hum and splash of the filter, it is easy to
see how having a fish tank in the home
can alleviate stress. Make sure the gift
recipient is able to care for the fish and

select low-maintenance species.

Bed linens: Treat someone special
to the gift of added relaxation in the
bedroom. Buying bed linens is often a
chore and an expense that people put
off. Pima cotton, silk, satin, or sateen
sheets can be cool, comfortable and
soothing.

Facial treatment: A massage session
can be relaxing, but so can a facial.
There’s something serene about having
a professional apply products and rub
areas of the face and temples. Stress
will slip away in an instant.
Pampering gifts can help ease anxiety,
tame stress and help anyone feel more
relaxed and happy.

Established 1938

HILBORN
INSURANCE

OH-70010461

79th Year Serving Delaware County

740.363.2867

|

bunsrestaurant.com

740.369.9641

OH-70010419

We will be here to take care of you.
Thanksgiving Day 11am -5pm
14 W. Winter St. Delaware

42 North Sandusky Street
Delaware, Ohio 43015
hilborninsurance.com

JACK
HILBORN
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Gifting
fresh and
vibrant skin
T

he desire for healthy, clean-looking skin
drives the multibillion dollar cosmetics and skincare industry. According to
data from the Semi-Annual Consumer Insight
Snapshot from DermStore, a leading skin care
e-commerce website, 67 percent of consumers
surveyed are very or extremely interested in trying products for their specific skin concerns.

The top five skin concerns across the United
States include aging, uneven skin tone, sensitive skin, dark circles, and sun damage. To
address concerns about their skin, consumers
are increasingly turning to in-spa services, such
as facials, peels and fillers. A facial or body
skin treatment can be a coveted gift this holiday
season. However, navigating spa jargon can be
tricky. Here are some popular services and what
they entail.

Traditional facial

A traditional facial typically begins with a cleansing of the face using steam to open up pores.
This lets impurities clear out. Depending on an
individual’s skin type or concerns, a mild scrub
may be used to exfoliate dead skin cells, dirt
and oils. A hydrating mask or lotion will be applied to soothe skin after treatment.

Chemical or fruit acid peel

Chemical and fruit acid peels rely on various
acids to exfoliate and peel off the outer layer of
skin. The skin beneath is usually more smooth
and less wrinkled. Some deep peels target the
middle layer of skin to remove damaged skin
cells. The American Society for Dermatologic
Surgery says that peels can be used to treat
anything from acne to aging skin to scars.
Alpha-hydroxy acid and lactic acid may be used
in mild peels. Trichloroacetic acid, or phenol, is
used for more potent chemical peels. Peels are
best left to an aesthetician or dermatologist.

Facial masks

Masks may contain many different ingredients
designed to treat various skin problems. A paraffin mask, for example, involves the process of
applying molten warm wax over a thin mask.
The wax will open pores and moisturize the skin.
Masks are applied, and then there is a waiting
period, during which the mask dries or penetrates. Then the treatment will be removed.

Microdermabrasion

In microdermabrasion, layers of dead skin are
buffed. This dead skin may have accumulated
due to age and sun exposure. Many spas employ a device that scours the skin using micronized aluminum oxide crystals. Similar at-home
products use motorized spinning brushes that
employ bristles to slough off skin cells.

Lymphatic massage

Many facial treatments also include some
massage. With lymphatic massage, particular
pressure points are targeted to release strain
from tension headaches and may even reduce
skin puffiness. Massaging the skin can promote
blood flow and lead to a rosier, more youthful
glow.

Cosmetic fillers

Injectable dermal fillers can soften facial
creases, remove wrinkles and improve the appearance of scars, says the American Society
of Plastic Surgeons. These procedures are best
left to professionals.
Skincare treatments can be an ideal holiday gift
for someone special.
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Giving the
gift of charity

T

he charity watchdog organization
Charity Navigator says that total
giving to charitable organizations
equalled $390.05 billion in 2016. This
was an increase of 2.7 percent in current dollars from 2015. In fact, giving has
increased every year since 1976 with the
exception of 1987, 2008 and 2009.
Historically, religious groups receive the
largest share of charitable donations.
However, education-based charities and
human services charities also received
a large percentage of donations in 2016,
says Giving USA’s 2017 Annual Report on
Philanthropy.

You can buy a Holiday Utility Gift (HUG) and
credit the utility account of any Consolidated
Electric member. They can be purchased in
any denomination of $25. Please be prepared
to provide the name and address of the HUG
recipient when making your purchases. You
can stop by and pick up a form at either the
Mt. Gilead or Delaware office. Or you can
download and print a form from our Web site:

www.consolidated.coop.

Giving can be a year-round occurrence,
but philanthropy tends to rise during the
holiday season when people are feeling
charitable. Some people even turn their
charitable efforts into gifts for loved ones.
The following are some gift ideas that can
benefit the recipient, the person doing the
giving and a third-party group as well.

Real estate

Donating real estate can be an option for
the person who has a piece of property or
a home they no longer need. Rather than
face taxes on the property once it’s been
sold, donating it to an organization or individual represents a charitable offering, and
in some cases, may be eligible for a tax

deduction equal to the fair market value
of the real estate. Giving a plot of land or
transferring a deed to a home to someone
worthy can make for a memorable, lifealtering gift.

Educational bequest

A donation to a university or other school
may help pay the tuitions of future students. Some philanthropists like to fund
particular renovations at their alma maters
or fund scholarships for students looking to
work in a particular industry.

Charitable trust or stocks

A charitable trust is a great way to transfer
wealth to heirs or simply provide a stream
of income over the years. Individuals can
establish a period of time during which the
assets are held in a trust and when those
assets can be accessed.
A tax-efficient way to give is to contribute
to long-term securities in a person’s name.
Recipients of such gifts can choose to
cash in their stocks at a later date.
Charitable giving rises during the holiday
season. Providing opportunities for friends
and loved ones can make a wonderful gift.
Find out which options are best for you
by speaking with a financial advisor or tax
professional.

OH-70011003
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Stock up on paper shopping bags

On your next trip to Trader Joes or Whole Foods, bring home more
than organic produce. Walk away with paper bags and free gift wrap.
Craft a DIY stamp roller or handmade stamps to dress up plain brown
bags. Or wrap the gift in twine and add a sprig of evergreen for a rustic
look. Children can even use markers or crayons to create their own
designs on gifts, personalizing even further.

Diversify gifts

Identify each recipient’s gifts by wrapping in a different color or style.
Just jot down the key to decoding the wrapping, and you’ll save time on
individual gift tags.
Wrapping presents doesn’t have to be a chore. With some time-saving
tips and tricks, the work can be a breeze.

Brown paper bags make
for sturdy and versatile
wrapping materials.

Holiday gift-wrapping
tips and tricks
A

fter all the holiday presents have been
purchased, the task of wrapping can
begin. Although some people find wrapping is relaxing and provides a chance to
embrace one’s artistic flair, many others find
wrapping gift after gift becomes tedious quite
fast. While there are no statistics on just how
many gifts the average person purchases over
the course of the holiday season, the National
Retail Federation says the average consumer
will spend around $800 on all things holiday.
That means there will be a lot of gifts to wrap
before the big exchange. Those who want to
make gift-wrapping less tedious this holiday
season can consider these ideas to streamline
the process.

Choose the right location

Gather all supplies

If you think gift wrap is wasteful, think about
repurposing fabric into beautiful wrapping for
presents. A square of leftover fabric, a piece
of a t-shirt or even a portion of a sweater that
has seen better days can be transformed into
an innovative package for gift-giving. Tie the
gathered ends into a bow and skip the tape as
well. Dress up with ribbon and a tag for extra
flair. Fabric bends and moves, making it more
forgiving for oddly shaped gifts as well.

When the time comes to wrap gifts, there’s
nothing more frustrating than hunting for wrapping supplies. Have paper, bows, bags, tissue,
pens, tape (double-sided tape streamlines
the process), scissors, ribbon, and any other
wrapping accoutrements at the ready. Set up a
folding snack table near your wrapping area to
hold the supplies so they don’t get in the way.

Always wrap on a large, flat and sturdy surface. Avoid wrapping on a carpet, which will
give gift wrap a wrinkled look and increase the
amount of time needed to wrap.

Square it up

If you are a master at wrapping rectangular or
square gifts but fail when presents are oddly
shaped, place misshapen gifts into boxes and
then wrap the boxes. Gift bags also can be
used for such gifts, but wrapped boxes may
look more appealing under the tree.

Fabric over paper
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Guide to comfortable
holiday shopping

D

uring the period between Black Friday and Super Saturday, millions of people flock to stores or shop online in order to meet their holiday deadlines. The
National Retail Federation states that, during the holiday retail season of 2016,
spending was up by 4 percent over the same period in 2015, and $658.3 billion was
spent from November through December.

Swap Black Friday
for Cyber Monday

According to NRF’s Cyber
Monday Expectations Survey
conducted by Prosper
Insights Analytics, 122 million Americans planned to
shop online on Cyber Monday
in 2016. Millions of people
recognize that stores are
using all means possible to
increase sales. Online deals
can be too good to pass up,
and shoppers don’t even need
to leave the comfort of their
homes to shop. Early morning
is the busiest time for online
shopping, so if you’re worried
about retailer site slowdowns,
opt for early or late evening
to make purchases. Many
retailers preview deals for
both Black Friday and Cyber
Monday, so you can make a
list of what to buy to streamline shopping.

Consumers have more options today than ever before when shopping for holiday gifts.
Shoppers about to get into the holiday shopping swing of things can make the process
more comfortable in various ways.

HAPPY THANKSGIVING FROM YOUR BARISTAS!

Purely

Decadent

• Coffee
• Tea
• Confections

17 W. Winter Street | Delaware | 740.417.9406

choffeys.com

OH-70010460

OH-70010480

Hours:
Mon-Fri 7:30 - 6
Sat 8 - 5
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Use a ridesharing service

Take the hassle out of endlessly
circling mall parking lots looking
for parking spots by taking a
cab or ridesharing service to the
stores. Drivers can drop you off
right at the main entrance, which
can increase safety and comfort,
particularly on the way home
when you have packages in tow.

Dress appropriately

Wearing too much clothing can
leave you feeling overheated
and uncomfortable in crowded
retail centers. Skip the heavy
coat and layer clothing instead.
This way you can shed layers
as necessary to remain comfortable. Wear flats or walking
shoes to protect your feet.
Consider bringing along a rolling
beach cart so that packages do
not weigh you down.

Pack nutritious
snacks

Hunger can try your patience,
which doesn’t bode well when
holiday shopping. Eat well before
visiting the store and bring along
filling, nutritious snacks, such
as trail mix or edamame, so you
don’t have to navigate crowded
food courts when hunger strikes.

Build in breaks

Whether shopping at home
or in-store, take breaks from
marathon shopping to relax.
Too much focus on spending
can impede your ability to enjoy
all the wonders of the holiday
season. Plan shopping sessions
around dining out, visiting or
sightseeing.

Holiday shopping can be less of
a chore when shoppers prioritize
comfort.
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Experience gifts are
out-of-the-box exciting

T

he holidays are a season for
decorating, entertaining and,
of course, figuring out what
to get all of the special people on
gift lists. Instead of navigating
crowded stores to find a gift that
may just take up space in their
loved ones’ closets, more and
more people are giving the gift of
an experience.

According to Dr. Thomas
Gilovich, a professor of psychology at Cornell University, new belongings will only be exciting at first,
but then people adapt to them. If
shoppers’ goals are to prolong those
feelings of excitement, then personal
experiences can be more effective than
material goods.

When shopping for those who seemingly have
everything, a gift of an experience may be a
smarter choice, especially if the experience is
something the recipient may never have done
before or wouldn’t think to get for him or herself.
For those who need a little inspiration, the following are some ways to treat loved ones to
special experiences.
Wine tasting: Find a local winery that offers
tours and other wine-tasting experiences. Many
areas of the country not particularly known as
meccas for wine are still homes to local wineries. Treat a loved one to a day at a nearby winery or vineyard, bringing along some snacks,
such as bread and cheese, to pair with the
wines.

Fitness class party: Enable fitness enthusiasts to try out new and trendy exercise classes
by giving the gift of a class or membership.
Consider tagging along to a class so the recipient doesn’t have to go it alone.

Head in the clouds: Book a trip aboard a
sight-seeing plane, balloon or helicopter for the
high-flying thrill-seeker on your holiday shopping list. Contact a nearby airport or sightseeing
company to find out what is available. Some
tours circle national monuments and points of
interests, providing more bang for the buck.

Action and adventure: There’s adventure to
be had on land as well. Racing fans can sit
behind the wheel of a race car and lap the racetrack like their favorite NASCAR® stars. Those
who prefer getting a little wet with their wild may
enjoy a whitewater rafting excursion.
The choice is theirs: If you’re stuck on what to

get, let recipients choose their own experience.
Companies like Cloud 9 Living enable individuals to choose their experiences from a wide
variety of options.
Giving experiences can equal a year of entertaining and enjoyable memories
for gift recipients.
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Set and stick to
your holiday budget

T

he chance to give gifts and spend
time with loved ones makes the
holiday season a special time of
year. But for many people, the holiday
season often leads to overspending.

A 2016 survey from the American
Research Group found that American
shoppers anticipated spending an average of $930 on gifts that holiday season.
Data from T. Rowe Price confirms that
parents are spending between $400 and
$500 per child each year. In 2015, CPA
Canada conducted a random phone survey of 1,004 adult Canadians and found
the average adult planned to spend $766
on holiday gifts.

OH-70010094

Although these numbers can reflect an
overwhelming sense of generosity, many
times excessive spending is based on
a desire to outdo gifting from the year
prior — sometimes at the risk of personal
finances. Some people are taking drastic
measures to make holidays over-thetop, with some delving into emergency
savings while others withdraw prematurely
from retirement
accounts.
Budgeting for
the holiday
season

can help shoppers keep their finances in
check.

Determine
spending patterns

An examination of receipts and spending
habits from previous holiday seasons
can help individuals establish budgets
for the current year. Make a list of all
expenses — even the ones that extend
beyond holiday giving. These may include expenses such as gym service
fees, homeowner’s insurance, traveling
expenses, gift exchanges at work, and
more. Extra costs can add up and should
be factored into holiday budgets.
Try to recall if your spending last year
felt comfortable or if you were paying off
credit cards long after the holiday season
had ended. If it’s the latter, resolve to
make adjustments.

Establish a budget that fits

There is no such thing as a one-sizefits-all budget. Figure out if there
is extra money this season or if
times are tight. This will help
you plan accordingly and avoid
overspending. Shifting

Delaware Gazette
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Last-minute
holiday shopping tips

H

oliday shopping season typically
begins the day after Thanksgiving
and extends all the way to Christmas
Eve. While that’s a considerable amount of
time for shoppers to find gifts for everyone
on their shopping list, many people will still
find themselves putting holiday shopping off
until the last minute.
In certain ways, last-minute holiday shopping is easier than ever. Thanks to online
retailers who can ship products overnight,
men and women who delay their holiday
shopping have more options at their disposal than they did before the arrival of
the Internet. And unlike the days of yore
when the best deals were largely exclusive to Black Friday, some shoppers find
that competition between online retailers
and traditional brick-and-mortar stores is
so great that deals can be found regardless of when they begin shopping. But
while waiting until the last minute to begin
holiday shopping may not be as risky as it
used to be, shoppers may still benefit by
sticking to certain strategies so they can
find the perfect gifts without breaking the
bank.

Thursday, November 9, 2017
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Shop during off-peak hours. Shopping
during off-peak hours can help last-minute
shoppers make efficient use of the limited
time they have to buy gifts for their loved
ones. Visit stores early in the morning or
late at night, or schedule a midweek afternoon shopping trip so you aren’t spending
what little time you have left waiting on
lines or hunting for parking.
Give something less traditional. Holiday
gifts need not come from stores. Rather
than spending their time shopping for gifts
for loved ones who seemingly have it all,
last-minute shoppers can give the gift
of a donation in their loved one’s name.
Last-minute shoppers who want to give
something more tangible can create a
homemade gift that’s both unique and
heartfelt. If your DIY skills are lacking, give
a loved one the gift of a night out on the
town at your expense.
Shoppers who wait until the end of the
holiday shopping season to begin their
searches for holiday gifts can still find
great gifts without going broke.

Gift ideas for
last-minute shoppers
Early bird shoppers may purchase and even wrap gifts before December,
but eleventh-hour shoppers may need some help come the holiday season. For those last-minute folks, there still are plenty of ways to ensure
your shopping list is checked off. The following gifts are quick to purchase
and can still make for thoughtful presents.
Liquor or wine basket: Prepackaged spirits often come with decorative
glasses and other accoutrements for entertaining. What’s more, they’re
convenient to purchase if you’re on a time crunch.
Fueling station gift card: Drivers will appreciate a gift card to their favorite fueling station. Such cards suit anyone who has a car and frequently
travels or commutes.
Food basket: A visit to the supermarket or a convenience center can yield
many tasty finds that can be packaged together into a gift basket. Pair
foods with a gift card to that retailer.
Streaming service: Offer to treat a loved one to a month or two of their favorite streaming television or movie service. If they already have streaming
subscriptions, offer to cover the cost of the subscription for
a few months.
Premade gifts: Don’t overlook your local pharmacy as a place to find convenient gifts. Look for unique items in the seasonal aisle, where you might
be able to find stocking-stuffer toiletries or cosmetic gifts that suit several
people on your shopping list.
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Stocking
stuffers

for athletes and
sports enthusiasts

G

ifts comes in all shapes and sizes,
and sometimes the best gifts are
those that come in small packages. Though some people pore over their
holiday shopping lists for weeks, it’s not
uncommon for even the most devoted holiday shopper to overlook stocking stuffers,
which can be just as difficult to find as
larger gifts.
When shopping for stocking stuffers,
consider the recipient’s interests. For
example, athletes and sports enthusiasts
would undoubtedly love a gift that reflects
their loyalty to a favorite
team or their devotion
to a particular sport.
Holiday shoppers
who have a

sports-crazed superfan or accomplished
athlete on their shopping lists may want to
consider the following items when looking
for stocking stuffers this holiday season.
Sports memorabilia: Sports fanatics
sometimes double as collectors who are
always on the lookout for new memorabilia
to display. Such collectibles may include
bobbleheads, cards, ticket stubs and
signed photographs or equipment. Rare
memorabilia may be beyond many giftgivers’ means, but there are still plenty of
impressive items that can fit into any holiday gifting budget.
Game tickets: Give sports fans a
chance to cheer on their favorite
teams in person. Find a home
game that will not require the
recipient to travel too far,
or if you want to splurge,
include transportation with
the tickets to an away
game. Secondary market
ticket-seller StubHub
is a reliable resource
that guarantees tickets sold on its site are
legitimate, removing
any doubt ticket market buyers may have.

Fan gear: Sports fans can never have
enough gear to show off their team pride.
Everything from mugs to hats to authentic
team jerseys makes for great stocking
stuffers. In addition, look for pennants or
t-shirts that feature team names or logos.
Today just about any item comes emblazoned with sports team names. If you can’t
find a particular item, it may be possible to
order it directly from a team or retailer or
have it customized.
Sports equipment: Athletes may benefit
from updated equipment. Determine if the
athletes on your gift list have any gear that
needs replacing. Parents, coaches or even
teammates may offer recommendations

regarding which equipment your loved one
needs. If you don’t know a catcher’s mitt
from a tennis racket, stuff the stocking with
a gift card to a sporting goods store.
Magazine subscription: Sports fans often
enjoy reading up on their favorite players
and keeping abreast of team or industry
news. Magazine subscriptions are generally inexpensive and new subscriptions
often come with free gifts as well.
Winner’s trophy: For the sports fan who
has missed out on getting his or her own
trophy, have one made up as a stocking
stuffer gag gift. It is certain to bring a laugh
and hold a prime spot on the shelf with
other sports memorabilia.
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Did you know?

As holiday shopping season kicks into high gear, retailers who use apps
and mobile responsive websites to reach more customers may benefit by
making a concerted effort to reach older shoppers. According to Nielsen’s
Mobile Measurement, 26 percent of the more than 100 million mobile
shoppers are 55 and older, while an additional 40 percent are between the
ages of 25 and 44. Those figures might surprise some retailers who are
quick to associate mobile shopping with digital-native Millennials. Nielsen’s
Fourth-Quarter 2014 Mobile Multicultural Insights report even noted that
Hispanics are more inclined to shop via mobile than non-Hispanic, white
smartphone owners. Retailers may also be interested to know that more
and more shoppers are turning to apps instead of websites to do their
shopping. Between the fourth quarter of 2013 and the fourth quarter of
2014, Nielsen reports that 101.4 million smartphone users accessed a
shopping app. By the fourth quarter of 2015, that figure had risen to 109.9
million users.

Merry

Christmas

The Following Employment
opportunity is available:

BELL RINGER

Your Local
music shop

Status: Part/Full Time (up to 40 hours), Temporarly, Non-Exempt Position
Overview: Seeking individuals to ring the kettle bell, greet customers and acknowledge
people coming and going. Responsible for securing donations for The Salvation Army to
be used for services to our community.
Qualifications:
·An understanding of and passion for The Salvation Army’s mission
·Able to stand for an extended period of time and be able to be outside during November
and December when necessary.
• Have a pleasant and outgoing personality
• Able to work flexible hours and be dependable

New & Used
Instruments
& Lessons

LIKE US ON FACEBOOK

Mission Statement: The Salvation Army, an international movement, is an evangelical part of the universal Christian
church. Its message is based on the Bible. Its ministry is motivated by the love of God. Its mission is to preach the
gospel of Jesus Christ and to meet human needs in His name without discrimination

740.363.9283

OH-70010484

OH-70012155

If you are interested in this position, kindly contact the corps
officers at any of the locations in Central Ohio.
Captains Larrick
340 Lake Street Delaware, OH
740-369-5301

TETON GUITARS
CORT GUITARS
UKULELES
PICKS • STRINGS
TUNERS
FISHMAN,
TAF, and ZT AMPS
AND MORE

11 1/2 West Winter Street (off of “Short Cut Alley”)
HOURS: Tue-Fri 11-6 Sat 10-5
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shopping on your phone
H

Turn off automatic connections. Many
smartphones enable users to automatically connect to nearby Wi-Fi networks
so they can seamlessly access the
Internet regardless of where they are.
However, some Wi-Fi networks are
fraudulent, and you may unknowingly be
transmitting sensitive data through such
networks when you automatically log on.
Disable automatic connections, only logging on to secure Wi-Fi networks when
out in public.

oliday shopping is an annual tradition for many people. But while it
may be customary to exchange gifts
with loved ones during the holiday season,
how those gifts are purchased has changed
dramatically over the last decade and a
half. Thanks to advancements in technology, many holiday shoppers get their shopping done without ever setting foot in malls
or shopping centers. And data indicates
more and more shoppers are using their
smartphones to do their holiday shopping.
According to Nielsen Mobile Measurement,
the number of mobile shoppers in December 2014 rose to 138.1 million users, an
increase of nearly 14 million users from the
same period just a year earlier. And mobile
shoppers averaged nearly a full hour more
shopping on the Web from their mobile
phones in 2014 than in 2013. Convenience
often drives shoppers’ decisions to use their
mobile phones during the holiday season.
But it’s important that shoppers not sacrifice security for the sake of convenience.
Those who want the best of both worlds
this holiday season can take several steps
to protect their personal information while
shopping on their smartphones.

Only use shopping apps with which
you’re comfortable. Downloading an app
only takes a few seconds, and some shoppers are so used to downloading apps they
may not realize just what they’re downloading. Before installing an app on your phone,
familiarize yourself with the app and what it
requests of its user. Some apps ask users
for a considerable amount of personal information, even though there is no legitimate
reason for them to have that information. If
you’re uncomfortable with apps that require
you to allow access to your location and
other potentially sensitive information, don’t
download the app.

Browse but don’t buy. Shoppers who are
especially concerned about smartphone
security may want to use apps and their
smartphone’s Internet connections to browse
rather than buy. Avoid logging into apps or
websites when using your smartphone, instead browsing deals and jotting them down
on the phone’s notes app. You can then make
purchases once you gain access to a secure
network, such as the one at your home or office. Holiday shoppers are increasingly turning
to their smartphones to do their holiday shopping. While the convenience of such devices
may be unrivaled, consumers must prioritize
security over expediency.

Sign out when you stop using an app.
It may be convenient to stay signed in
to an app at all times, but that can leave
you vulnerable to hackers and/or thieves.
Many apps store users’ credit card numbers so shoppers don’t have to enter
such information each time they make a
purchase. If you stay signed in to an app
at all times, hackers who access your
smartphone can then access your credit
card information, as can thieves should
your phone be stolen. Signing out when
you finish using an app provides an extra
measure of protection.
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Travel gifts for the
holiday season

V

acations create memories that last a lifetime. But across North America, surveys
indicate that fewer people are cashing
in on all of their vacation days. Some may
be too busy to travel as much as they would
like, while others might not be able to afford to
travel. A gift of travel removes much of the expense of traveling and can serve as a catalyst
one needs to go and explore.
Escaping to warm climates can be just what
the doctor ordered when winter weather sets
in at home. Although that first snowfall can
make for a picturesque holiday season, there’s
a good chance that after several storms and
navigating icy roads, a getaway to sunshine
and sand can help beat winter blues. When
gifting travel this year, consider these great
places to travel in January and February.
Anguilla: Anguilla is a British territory in the
Eastern Caribbean, just east of the British and
U.S. Virgin Islands. It’s known for its long sandy
stretches of beach and pleasant winter temperatures, which average 83 F. There isn’t much
hustle and bustle, so this island destination can

be the ideal place for relaxation.

Australia and New Zealand: January and
February are summer months in the southern
hemisphere. These vibrant countries offer everything from costal charm to remote plains.

Costa Rica: An abundance of wildlife, unspoiled beaches and rain forests draw visitors
to this Central American locale. Travelers can
hike active volcanoes or surf warm turquoise
waters. The “dry season” arrives in December
along with moderate temperatures.

Honolulu: The weather in Hawaii tends to
be beautiful year-round, but February can be
an especially good time to travel to this U.S.
island chain. Travel & Leisure says that hotels
often slash their rates by up to 40 percent in
February. This makes it much more affordable
to gift a stay in Honolulu.

Orlando: While holiday crowds peak in
November and December, visiting Orlando
and its main attraction, Disney World, is much
easier when the crowds thin out in January and
February. The slower season means affordable

hotel rates and shorter lines for attractions.

Montreal: Those who don’t want to escape the
snow but embrace it might find a vacation in
Montreal a welcome diversion. This cultured city
offers Old World charm plus modern amenities.
Puerto Rico: American travelers can vacation
in Puerto Rico without needing travel visas or
passports. While all of Puerto Rico is a sight to
be seen, the capital of San Juan has thriving
arts and culture.

Look
Your Best & Out Shop the Rest!
Purchase Standard Gift Certificates online at

50

Stop in and pick up gift cards
for your holiday giving.

PURCHASE

$

Gifting plane tickets, hotel reservations or upgraded meal plans can make winter vacations
that much more enjoyable.

Welcome to our
diner...a place people
call HOME!

TheHairStudioandSpa.com

Visit us on F
Facebook for details
on our Annual Community

GIFT CERTIFICATE
AND RECEIVE
$

Thanksgiving Dinner!

10 EXTRA

30

$

GIFT CERTIFICATE
AND RECEIVE
Select Retail Bonus Product

OH-70010432

PURCHASE

OH-70012184

33. N. Sandusky
740.369.8214

St. Martin: Also known as St. Maarten,
this paradise offers two different cultures for
the price of one. The island shares French
and Dutch territory status. Visitors who like
to eat well and party into the morning often
find St. Martin an ideal destination.

16 North Sandusky Street | Delaware | 740.369.3850
hamburgerinndiner.com • facebook.com/thehamburgerinn
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Baby’s first
holiday gifts
T

he holiday season is a magical time of the year for all
age groups, but seems to be especially enjoyed by
children. Even though infants and toddlers may not fully
appreciate gifts under the tree or holiday lighting displays,
that’s no reason not to make tots’ first foray into holiday giving any less special.
Shopping for babies can be challenging because gift-givers
may not want to overwhelm new parents with much more
stuff — considering their homes may already be inundated
with baby gear. However, it’s difficult to resist the temptation
to purchase adorable infant and toddler toys and trinkets,
particularly when celebrating a child’s first holiday season.
The following are some practical and thoughtful gift suggestions for shoppers who want to make children’s first holiday
seasons as special as possible.

Activity chairs and mats

Young children who are not yet mobile require entertainment
be brought to them. This can be achieved through the various
activity chairs and mats designed to stimulate young brains.

Children who are practicing tummy time skills can benefit
from flat mats. Once baby is holding himself up a bit, he can
sit in an activity chair that has teethers, noisemakers and
other colorful toys built right into the seat.

ahead and buy clothing that will be needed in the near future,
and consider the seasons in which they’ll be used. Tack three
months onto the baby’s age and that is likely the size he or
she will need next.

Age-specific toys

Classic gifts

It is important for shoppers to check product age recommendations prior to purchasing. Examples of gifts that can be appropriate for newborns include soothing rockers and swings,
nightlights and cuddly stuffed animal/pacifier hybrids. Teether
rings or musical gifts may suit slightly older infants. Older tots
may enjoy exercise saucers, bouncing swings or tactile reasoning toys, such as those that require matching shapes with
openings in a toy.

Clothing

Within the first year of life, babies go through several growth
spurts and will quickly outgrow their clothing. Parents will
need to continually meet new wardrobe demands. Think

Rockers have long been popular gifts for young children.
While a little one may not be able to ride a rocker just yet,
this can be a great addition to a nursery until it proves functional. Although a rocking horse is the standard, unicorns are
currently having their moment, so a unicorn rocker can be a
playful touch.

Personalized keepsakes

Placing the date and baby’s name on gifts instantly transforms them into collector’s items that can be cherished
through the years. In addition to ornaments, think about
engraving photo frames or make a photo book with all of the
baby memories thus far.
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6 great gifts
for home cooks

I

M

M

any people enjoy preparing homecooked meals for their loved ones.
Whether it’s a large family gathering
during the holiday season or a weeknight meal
for their immediate families, men, women and
even children who like to cook enjoy the satisfied looks on their loved ones’ faces after sharing a delicious meal.
Come the holiday season, gift givers can put the
same satisfied look on the faces of the home
cooks in their lives by offering a variety of gifts
that can make mealtime easier and/or more
enjoyable.
1. Electric corkscrew: Nothing complements
a good meal quite like an appropriately paired
bottle of wine. Cooks who are too busy in the
kitchen to utilize traditional corkscrews, which
can be time-consuming and messy, might enjoy
an electric corkscrew. Such corkscrews quickly
remove corks from wine bottles, requiring little
effort on the part of already busy cooks.

2. Cookbook: People who understand the joy of
cooking often love to experiment in the kitchen.
Cookbooks can be an ideal gift for such cooks.
Choose a book that provides recipes from their
favorite styles of cuisine, such as Italian or
Indian food. Or find a book that offers an array
of recipes that allows them to explore various
types of cuisine.

Cooking classes make
great gifts for people with
a passion for cooking.

Carpet Rolls • Remnants • Vinyls • Ce

GUARANTEED
GUARANTEED
2097 London
Rd.,
Suite
K,
Delaware
INSTALLATION
OPEN TO THE PUBLIC!
INSTALLATION
AVAILABLE
GUARANTEED
INSTALLATION
AVAILABLE
AVAILABLE

OPEN TO THE PUBLIC!
www.KellysWholesaleCarpet.com

she prefers. Of course, a covert inspection of a
loved one’s pantry might provide the insight gift
givers need as well.
4. Rolling pin: For the person who loves to
bake, a rolling pin might make a better gift than
noncooks may appreciate. Rolling pins are
necessary to prepare many baked goods, and
a customizable rolling pin can flatten dough to
the exact millimeter, helping bake-happy home
cooks prepare the perfect plate of cookies.

HOURS:

5. Cooking class: Cooking classes can make
the ideal gift for novice home cooks who are
just beginning to explore their love of cooking.
But advanced classes can help more seasoned
cooks perfect their craft as they learn to prepare
more complex dishes.

Mon-Fri 10-6 • Sat 9-12 • Closed Sun

OPEN TO
THE PUBLIC!
Carpet Rolls • Remnants • Vinyls • Ceramic Tile • Hardwood
• Laminates

6. Wine aerator: Much like electric corkscrews
can make opening bottles of wine much easier,
wine aerators can help aerate red wine more
quickly than decanters, which can take up to two
hours to fully aerate wine. Aerators oxidate red
wine, softening its flavors and bringing out the
aromas that can make a great bottle of wine that
much more enjoyable.

GUARANTEED
HOURS: INSTALLATION
www.KellysWholesaleCarpet.com
Mon-Fri 10-6 • Sat 9-12 • Closed Sun
AVAILABLE
FINANCING

2097 London Rd., Suite K, Delaware

Call 740-417-4218

HOURS:
Carpet Rolls • Remnants • Vinyls • Ceramic Tile • Hardwood • Laminates
AVAILABLE

3. Cookware: Even the best cookware can only
take so much usage, and chances are home
cooks’ pantries can afford an upgrade or two.
Gift givers should keep in mind that many home
cooks have strong preferences regarding their
cookware, so it might be wise to give a gift card
or ask a loved one which type of cookware he or

Home cooks often enjoy preparing fresh meals
for their loved ones. The holiday season presents a perfect opportunity to find gifts that make
cooking that much more enjoyable for loved
ones who can’t wait to whip up the next homecooked meal for family and friends.

Mon-Fri 10-6 • Sat 9-12 • Closed Sun

Carpet Rolls • Remnants • Vinyls • Ceramic Tile • Hardwood • Laminates
www.KellysWholesaleCarpet.com
Call 740-417-4218

www.KellysWholesaleCarpet.com FINANCING
Call 740-417-4218

OH-70010474

2097 London Rd., Suite K, Delaware2097 London Rd., Suite K, Delaware

AVAILABLE

FINANCING
AVAILABLE
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Learn what kids
are hoping to find
nestled under the
tree this holiday
season.
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The hottest toys
this holiday season
C

hristmas and Chanukah may be celebrated toward the end of the year,
but at the annual New York Toy Fair,
the season for thinking about toys begins in
February. This popular convention unveils
the industry’s hottest trends and toys, attracting more than 1,000 exhibitors.
The Toy Fair, and recommendations by toy
and game industry experts around the world,
like Dr. Toy and The Toy Insider, help cement which toys are likely to end up on kids’
holiday wish lists. For those shoppers who
fell behind the curve and missed out on last
year’s break out “Hatchimal” hit, the following
figure to be the most coveted items for this
year of giving.

Lego Boost: Lego continues to reinvent
itself, offering add-ons to its popular building
brick model. Lego Boost takes advantage of
the STEM trend by enabling children to build
and code any of the five models of building
sets. These include a cat, robot, guitar, rover,
and building machine. Or, they can use the
pieces to create their own designs. The models work with an app and can be coded to
make different motions and sounds.
CollEGGtibles: Building upon the
Hatchimal craze of last Christmas and
early this year, Spin Master offers an addition to the very popular collectible toy
niche. CollEGGtibles are much smaller than
Hatchimals, but are equally fun. Smaller eggs
hatch to reveal various colorful critters inside.
Kids are apt to want to collect them all.

Melissa & Doug Scientist Role Play
Costume Set: Melissa & Doug is widely

recognized for its high-quality wooden games
sets and puzzles, but the company also
delves into imaginative play costumes. This
scientist role-play costume includes a beaker, a test tube, a lab coat, experiment cards,
and other ingredients necessary to fuel interest in the sciences. It can be a welcome addition to any dress-up collection.

Nerf N-Strike Elite: Nerf brand has been
popular for decades, and the company continues to churn out popular items for boys
and girls. The N-Strike Elite series has a
number of incarnations to tempt sharpshooters. Nerf’s new AccuStrike line is designed to
improve accuracy with specially crafted darts
that sail straighter than the original darts.
Pie Face Sky High: Hasbro keeps reinventing the Pie Face game, their runaway hit
from 2016, which was awarded “Game of the
Year” by the Toy Industry Association. In the
Sky High version, one player hits a lever with
a mallet, hoping to deliver their opponent a
face full of pie cream.
These are just a handful of the industry favorites that could be the hot picks among
children for holiday gifting this year. Also,
keep an eye out for FisherPrice Movi, anything Star Wars, FurReal friends, Shopkins,
and much more.

KNIVES - MUZZLELOADERS
ARCHERY - LIVE BAIT - TACKLE
Delaware Gazette
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100 Norton Rd.
Waldo, OH
740.726.2616
Open 7 Days a Week!

How to safeguard holiday
gifts when traveling by air
Public Shooting & Archery Ranges 1 Mile from Store!

www.nortonsportinggoods.com

H

oliday shoppers spend lots of time on
the hunt for the perfect gifts for their
loved ones. But once those gifts have
been found and purchased, getting them into
their recipients’ hands can be difficult, especially for those people taking gifts aboard
their flights. Whether they are fragile or not,
holiday gifts are susceptible to damage when
they’re being transported on commercial
flights. Holiday travelers can employ various
strategies to ensure gifts make it to their destinations in one piece.

9/15/20 - OH

SINCE 1968

Place gifts in protective suitcases. Hardshell suitcases are designed to withstand the
wear and tear of air travel, as their hard surfaces can hold up to jostling and even being
dropped, while protecting the items inside.
Such suitcases are ideal for travelers who will
be flying with fragile gifts this holiday season.

Purchase travel insurance. Travel insurance provides inexpensive peace of mind
for holiday travelers concerned about gifts
being damaged or lost during their travels.
In addition, some travel insurance policies
might protect travelers against flight delays
or cancellations, which are not unheard
of during the often hectic holiday traveling
season.
Pack especially valuable gifts in carry-on
luggage. Expensive gifts or those that carry
strong sentimental value can be packed in
carry-on luggage. Holiday travelers might
find their trips less stressful if such gifts
never leave their side, and placing these gifts
in the overhead bins inside airplane cabins
greatly reduces the risk that they will be damaged.

TRADE

Pack fragile gifts as if they were being
shipped. Though it might take up more
space inside a suitcase, packing gifts as
if they were going to be shipped can decrease the likelihood that they will be damaged. Wrap gifts in thick plastic or bubble
wrap before placing them inside a box with
packing peanuts. Once these precautionary
measures have been taken, travelers can
then make room for the gifts within their
suitcases. Travelers who remain concerned
even after taking these steps can go one
step further by surrounding packages inside the suitcase with thick clothing, such
as sweaters, that can serve as a final layer
of protection.
Flying with holiday gifts may expose them to
damage, but savvy travelers can take several
steps to ensure their loved ones’ gifts arrive
at their destinations safe and sound.

9/16/19 - OH

2 MEDIUM 2-TOPPING PIZZAS

SINCE 1968
ES - KNIVES
Thank You Delaware
For
Voting Us your favorite outlet
ARCHERY
for Guns and Ammo!
CKLE
WE SELL - BUY - TRADE
6 - Open 7 Days a Week!

$7 99
EACH

CODE: HD3445

GUNS - AMMO - SCOPES
Mile from Store! KNIVES - MUZZLELOADERS
WE SELL
- BUY
- TRADE
- LIVE
BAIT
- TACKLE
goods.com ARCHERY

WHEN YOU BUY
TWO OR MORE

9/15/20 - OH

GUNS - AMMO - SCOPES - KNIVES
100 Norton Rd.
MUZZLELOADERS - ARCHERY- LIVE BAIT - TACKLESINCE 1968

WE DELIVER.
ORDER ONLINE
MARCOS.COM

Waldo, OH
740.726.2616
100 Norton Rd., Waldo,
OH - 740.726.2616 Days a Week!
OpenOpen
7 Days a7Week!

WE SELL
- TRADE
Public Shooting & Archery
Ranges
1 Mile
from
Public- BUY
Shooting
& Store!

Archery
Ranges- KNIVES
GUNS - AMMO
- SCOPES
www.nortonsportinggoods.com
1 Mile from-Store!
MUZZLELOADERS
ARCHERY

$

5

Public Shooting & Archery Ranges 1 Mile from Store!

www.nortonsportinggoods.com

OH-70010424

OH-70011997

LIVE BAIT - TACKLE
www.nortonsportinggoods.com
100 Norton Rd., Waldo, OH - 740.726.2616 - Open 7 Days a Week!

- $1 0 0

219 S. Sandusky St
Delaware, Ohio

740-368-9000

Specials & Coupons are limited time. Participating locations only cannot be combined with other offers. Price does not include delivery charge or taxes (varies by location).
Delivery orders must meet minimum amount. *According to 21017 Market Force QSR Consumer Research Pizza Sector. © 2017 Marco’s Franchising, LLC. 11987-817
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Clever ways
to clear out
unwanted gifts
P

lenty of holiday gifts hit the mark in
terms of usefulness and desirability.
But not every gift-giver has a knack
for finding the perfect gift.

According to an ING international survey,
81 million unwanted gifts were received in
2015. One in four people didn’t want, use or
appreciate the gifts they were given. Even
though it’s the thought that counts, keeping
duplicates of gifts or items that are simply
not needed is wasteful and can create clutter around the home.

Rather than filling the dark crevices of a
seldom-used closet with unwanted sweaters that don’t fit or books you never plan to
read, consider these clever ways to clear out
unwanted gifts.

Return or exchange: Courteous gift-

givers often facilitate returns or exchanges
by including gift receipts with the gifts they
give. Without a receipt, chances are you
cannot get a refund. But you may be able to
exchange the gift for store credit at the price
the item is currently showing. Something is
better than nothing.

Swap: Invite friends or family members over for a post-holiday swap party.
Encourage everyone to bring a gift they

can’t use. Make sure you don’t offer up
something that one of your invitees may
have given you.

Sell: Find out the value of the item and

then sell it online or at a tag sale. What
you find unnecessary may be a treasure to
someone else.

Regift: According to research by Menulog,
a food-delivery service in Australia, 52 percent of people are expected to pass on an
unwanted gift on to someone else. Toiletry
products are often the first to go. If you
choose to regift, try to find someone who
will make good use of the item. Don’t regift
opened packages or used items. Also, be
careful not to regift an item to the original
gift-giver.

Transform: Turn gifts into something else
that can serve a purpose in your life. That
itchy sweater may make beautiful doll clothing for a child’s imaginative play sessions.
Many items can be made to fit your style
with a different finish, like a new stain color
or coat of paint. Empty unwanted perfumes
in decorative bottles and use them as decorative pieces around the house.
Unwanted gifts can be given new life by
sharing them with others.
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Smart ways to
pay for holiday gifts

E

ntertaining, dinners, gifts, travel, and
decorating may make for a festive time
of year, but the holidays certainly can
put a strain on personal finances. No one
wants to experience a financial hangover
come January. Therefore, making a plan for
paying for holiday expenditures now can help
the average person save and protect their
finances.

percent on average, while retail store cards
may be as high as 24 percent.

Layaway

Figuring out how to finance holiday purchases can be just as important as scoping
out deals and cashing in coupons. Here’s a
look at some of the ways to pay for holiday
gifts.

Layaway is a safe way to shop for the holidays. Layaway entitles consumers to buy an
item by making installment payments. The
frequency of payments depends on shoppers’ ability to pay. Failure to pay will not affect a credit score or negatively impact credit
standing in any way — the consumer may
just lose their down payment or be forced
to pay a layaway fee. Paying in installments
helps lock in a special sale rate and can discourage impulse buying as well.

Credit cards

Cash and prepaid cards

Many consumers feel that credit cards are
the safest way to make purchases, whether
in-store or online. With credit cards, shoppers are using a line of credit. Should
fraudulent purchases be made or errors in
accounting occur, shoppers aren’t responsible — the credit card company is in charge
of tracking down or absorbing the error.

Now that spending has increased after the
last recession, credit card companies are
again offering deals to lure in new customers. Rewards cards are quite popular. Such
cards offer points, cash back or travel miles
to customers who meet certain criteria. For
those who can pay off balances and meet
the requirements, these cards can help save
substantial amounts of money. Keep in mind
that regular cards carry an interest rate of 15

Paying in cash can help shoppers avoid
overspending on gifts. After setting aside a
cash limit, once the money is spent, shopping is done. Paying in cash does carry
some risk if the money is stolen or misplaced. Plus, as opposed to paying with
credit, which can offer some purchase protection or built-in warranties, cash may have
no protective benefits.

As an alternative to cash, consumers may
want to purchase pre-loaded cash cards in
various amounts. Like cash, when the value
on the card is depleted, shopping is finished.

Family
Fun!
Fresh Bundles
of Greens
Poinsettias
from 99¢
from
$3.99

Door

HOLIDAY OPEN HOUSE!!!
Fresh Bundles
of Greens

Nov. 24 - Dec. 16
12pm -4pm

Shopping for holiday gifts requires shoppers
to be financially prudent. Gifts can be paid
for in various ways, and shoppers should
choose the option that best suits their needs.

Come See Santa
The Grinch
Helping Santa&for

with Meeks Quartet,
Holiday Open House Weekend:
Karen & Bill,
Golden& Sunday, November 11 & 12!
Saturday
Violin Players, & White Lily Singers
door prizes
and
Starting theEnjoy
weekend
of Dec.
2 Holiday lights & music!

Visit Santa’s
Come See
Santa
Nov. 24
- Dec.
23See
from
12-4PM
(Fee $2.00)
Come
Santa
Come
See Santa
FR
Wonderland!! Free Chili&! P EE CHILI
• Holiday&GiftThe
Wrapping
Demonstration,
Saturday,
& The Grinch
Grinch
Weekends
Only!
O P CO

R N!
Dec. 8 @ 10am. This special gift wrapping idea session
is FREE!
lights, music,Weekends, Week
Weekends
Weekends
Only
Starting Nov. 25 from Only
12 pm – 3:30 pm Experience
ends
Dec. 8 thru 16
• Holiday Centerpiece Workshop, Saturday,

12pm -4pm

characters.
starting No
Nov. 24 - Dec. 16
Nov. 24 - Dec.
Dec.
v. 25
Kids’
on $25)
the weekends! Openanddailyplush
22 16
@Activities
10am (Fee
Ic
e
Sc
through
the
Holiday
ul
12pm
-4pm
pt
ing
12pm -4pm Starting the weekend of Nov. 25

2 WALK-IN HUMIDORS
Live Music
PIPES & ACCESSORIES
on the weekends
GIFT CERTIFICATES
AVAILABLE
Starting
the weekend

– CALL FOR MORE INFO
– starting Nov. 25 Dec. 8
season

Live MusicLive Music
on the weekends
on the weekends
Meeks Quartet,
with Meekswith
Quartet,
Karen
& Bill, Golden
Karen & Bill,
Golden
Violin
Players, & White Lily Singers
Violin Players,
& White
LilyofSingers
Starting
the weekend
Dec. 2
2339364

OH-70006937

OH-70010415

of Nov. 30

Hours: M-Th 10-8 • F-Sat 10-10 • Sun 1-6

$3.99

OT H EHoliday
R OHTWorkshops
OELRI DHAOYL I D
EAVYE ENVTESN T S
H
• Ornament Painting, Saturdays & Sundays,

Weekends Only
12 years
Nov. 30 - Dec. 15

46 N. Sandusky St • Delaware, Ohio 43015 • 740.368.8572

Save 25% OFF

Family
Fun!

Family
Fun!
Fresh Bundles
Poinsettias
from 99¢
of Greens from
Poinsettias
from $1.99
99¢ $3.99
from

Live Music
In-Store Merchandise!
on the weekends
Sale valid Thursday, November 9 – Sunday, November 19!

O T H E R H O L I DA Y E V E N T S

more than

This Holiday
Season
EVENTS
at Oakland Nursery

25% OFF Prizes!
O T H E R H O L I DA Y
In-Store
Come See Santa
Merchandise & The Grinch
Weekends Only

Starting the weekend of Dec. 2

Holiday Workshops

• Ornament Painting, Saturdays & Sundays,
Holiday Workshops

Holiday Gift Guide
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F OR T H E HOL I DAY S . . . S HOP • E AT • E N JOY LO C A L

614.885.5588

18 N. Liberty St • Powell

Vintage
Christmas
Items including ceramic

“Home of the Nickelodeons”
We have over 40 vendors. Enjoy the thrill of the hunt!

Shopping

& tinsel trees

Events

Mon-Sat 11-5pm | Sun 12-5
Antiques • Collectibles • Primitives • Barn Wood & Beams
Repurposed Furniture and much more!

LibertyAntiqueMall.com

Home
Parties

Shop our brick and mortar space in
charming downtown Powell, or you
can host a Home Party and we can set
up shop at your home or business!

94 W. Olentangy Street Powell | 614.698.0226 | StorgeOhio.com

with gift certificates from Saffron Indian Grill

*

OH-70012188

To reseve a spot in our December 7th Gift Guide, contact
Ricky Chan at 740.413.0907 or rchan@aimmediamidwest.com

230 W Olentangy St • 614-792-3663
www.saffronpowell.com
Four hours for activation of gift certificate required. Inquire within.

$50 gift
certificate for

45*

$

